Oracle Grants Info for PI's

What: OGA Informational Sessions
When: Times and places listed below
Why: Learn more about OGA and the "PI Report"

PI Access to OGA
Sponsored Projects Administration (SPA) is pleased to announce that all Principal Investigators (PI’s) with currently active grants or contracts now have inquiry access to the Oracle Grants Accounting (OGA) system, which allows viewing of financial data related to sponsored projects. PI’s can now use their Oracle login and password (the same login and password used for benefits open enrollment) to access this system at the OHSU Administrative Information Systems web page: http://ais.ohsu.edu/

New “PI Report” Designed for Faculty
This roll out of OGA (Oracle Grants Accounting) access for PI’s coincides with the release of the “PI Report,” a helpful new monthly status report designed with PI’s in mind. This project-level report provides a one-page snapshot of the project expenditures and estimated available balance remaining and shows payroll projections based on who is currently being paid from the project in the payroll system. Along with many other pre-existing OGA reports that provide information about past expenditures, this “PI Report” is now available for PI’s to run at their own computers.

Informational Sessions
Although PI access to OGA has been granted without requiring training, PI’s new to Oracle are encouraged to take advantage of the informational sessions now being offered. To learn more about how best to utilize this new access to the OGA module and to learn how to run and read the various OGA reports, please plan to attend an OGA informational session.

Informational Sessions
Thursday, July 6, 2006
3:00pm - 4:00pm
CDRC 3200

Wednesday, July 12, 2006
11:00am - 12:00pm
MacHall 3198

Friday, July 14, 2006
2:00pm - 3:00pm
Doernbecher, DCH 9301

Friday, July 21, 2006
1:30pm - 2:30pm
Macdonald Auditorium in CEI